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FOREWORDI.

This report is an account of the work performed at the McDonnell Douglas

Research Laboratories on Laser Radar Analyses for the Naval Surface Weapons

Center, Contract No. N60921-79-C-0180, from 15 July 1980 to 15 July 1983. The

work was performed in the Radiation Sciences Department by the principal

investigator, Dr. J. C. Leader. M:. J. M. Putnam was responsible for much of

the computer code development. The project was monitored by Dr. R. E. Jensen,

and Dr. W. J. Graham of the Naval Surface Weapons Center.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coherent laser detection and ranging (IADAR) systems are currently being

developed for the acquisition and tracking of extended targets. Although

heterodyne detection of the optical signal generally provides significant

signal-to-noise ratio enhancement over incoherent detection for infrared

wavelengths, the average signal (and resultant signal-to-noise ratio) may be

significantly degraded by phase-front distortions resulting from target
speckle and atmospheric turbulence effects, unless proper system-design I

precautions are observed. Similarly, monopulse tracking performance of LADAR

systems can be degraded unless phase-distortion effects are understood and

compensated. The objective of thin study was to develop analyses and computer

codes that permit reliable predictions of phase-distortion effects on

heterodyne LADAR performance for realistic system parameters, target

configurations, and engagement scenarios.

This final, report summarizes the results obtained from 15 July 1980

through 15 July i983 concerning the efficiency of the heterodyne-detection

process resulting solely from extra-instrumental phase effects (i.e.,

unavoidable instrument inefficiencies are neglected). An extended period of

performance was provided to pernuit the comparison of analytical predictions,

developed under this contract, with experimental results that were to be

provided under other programs. The experimental results developed during this

time period were of limited value, so the emphasis of this study was re-

directed toward (a) refining the analyses previously developed (MDC Final

Report Q07l4, Laser Radar Analyses), (b) developing and documenting a generalI

heterodynie-efficiency prediction code, and (c) providing illutetrative

calculations that can be referenced for future experimental and system design

activities. This report summarizes the results of these efforts.



2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Significapt results of the contract study for the period 15 July 1980

through 15 July 1983 are summarized below. Detailed analytical results are

provided in Section 5, and illustrative numerical results are given in

Section 6.

"" A general, flexible, computer code was developed to compute the

laser-radar heterodyne-effictency degradation that results from

phase-front distortions introduced by both atmospheric turbulence

and target-dependent speckle effects. The code permirs speckle

calculations of either a Schell-model target or a general target

having an arbitrary projected cross-section distribution.

Computations can be performed assuming either a circular-aperture or

a Cassegrain receiver.

"* A comparison of computed heterodyne-efficiency factors with

experimental data obtained at the General Electric Co. (G.E.)

Electronics Laboratory indicated general agreement in trends and

reasonable agreement in magnitude for a diffuse scattering target

but poor agreement in magnitude for a specular target. Uncertainty

in experimental conditions render this comparison incenclusive.

"* Good correspc ence of the predictions of the computer code was

demonstrated with published results of a more restrictive study that

analyzed only turbulence effects coupled with restrictive r,,ceiver

parameters.

* illustrative results were computed for the speckle degradation in

heterodyne efficiency that would be expected for both a simulated

tactical aircraft and a Schell-model target, as a function of a

range and beam radius, to emulate the detection efficiency that

could be expected in an operational environment.

* A test panel configuration that could be employed for future

experimental tests was developed, and efficiency computations were

performed on the test array that demonstrate the feasibility of

experimental tests of predictions concerning coherence effects and a

phase-quadrature component.

2



3. CONCLUSIONS

Salient conclusions resulting from this study during the reporting period

are summarized below.

The heterodyne-efficiency computer code that was developed is

sufficient for systems analyses and planned experimental tests

concerning the effects of atmospherLc turbulence and target speckle

on the heterodyne efficiency of laser radars.

"* The high confidence in the validity of the model used for heterodyne

efficiency, and the resultant computer code, indicates that the lack

of agreement with G.E. experimental data probably ri-sulted from

inadequately characterized experimental effe;;s (such as beam

jitter) and inadequate data acquisition and processing techniques.

"* The rapid decrease in the heterodyne efficiency with decreasing

range in the near-field will probably dictate either the use of

focusing optics (in either transmitter or receiver) or corrective

data processing to maintaLn a signal-to-noise ratio of a laser radar

system equivalent to that at intermediate ranges.

"• Predicted negative values of the laser-radar heterodyne efficiency

correspond to a detected signal that is out of phase with the

intermediate (heterodyne) frequency.

"* The actual signal-to-noise ratio of a heterodyne laser-radar system

can be increased by decreasing the transmitted beam divergence, but

t'here exists a maximum benefit that is dependent on the particular

transceiver configuration.

Ii
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4, RECOMMENDATIONS

Laser radar experiments should be conducted using the test panel

configuration, suggested in Section 6.4, to verify the effects of speckle

on heterodyne efficiency and the correspondence of predicted negative [
efficiencies with a phase-quadrature component.

The analyses developed in this investigation should be extended tc permit

the study of speckle effects on monopulse tracking.

The results of this study, which yield the effective carrier-to-noise

ratio, should be integrated into a more general analysis of the complete

signal-to-noise ratio, that determines the detection probability,

required for acquisition studies.

4j
4I



5. ANALYSES

To provide a convenient reference for the equations employed In the

generalized laser-radar efficiency code (section 7), relevant formulae derived

in the peevious investigation (Referenze 1) are summarized below in Section

5.1. A corrected form of the limits of integration that arise in the incohe-

rent form of the heterodyne-efficiency integral is provided in this summary,

as well as some comments concerning the interpretation of the computed

values. Section 5.2 provides a brief derivation of the modification of the

heterodyne-efficiency formulae that result when the heterodyne efficiency of a

receiver having Cassegrain optics is desired.

5.1 Heterodyne Efficiency Eaueti*ns

Beginning with the equations for the ensemble-averaged photodetector

current correlation function of a heterodyne LADAR system developed in

Reference 2, the previous investigation showed that the maximum power signal-

to-noise ratio heterodyne efficiency factor is given by

uf(ffax d 2 (1)-

max A 2

Nr f uf d'

Ab

where y is the spatial degree-of-coherence function at the receiving aperture

plane, U~b is the normalized spatial variation of the back-propagated local-

oscillator wave, Ar is the receiving aperture area, and Abp is the back-

propagated aperture area (i.e., the minimum areal substance of either the

receiving aperture or the back-propagated local-oscillator wave, whichever is

less).

To permit specific calculations of LADAR efficiency factors, the

generalized transceiver system depicted in Figure I is considered, having the I.

following parameters: [

[j
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Frequency
shifter [ ,--tj5 # plane
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GP31- 199-9

Figure 1. Transceiver parameters and coordinates.

A = local-oscillator aperture radius,

P - enLrance pupil radius,

fy - focal length of local oscillator lens/mirror (lens 3), and

fr = focal length of receiving lens/mirror (lens 2).

These parameters were used in Reference 1 to derive an excellent approximation

for the back-propagated local-oscillato" field using the definitions

Z k2 L . (2)

f
2

Z ' r 
(3)

k2

f 2
"-2 -2

and L - (4)
f 2 o

r
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The derived expression for the back-?ropagated local-oscilLator field

facilitates the evaluation of the heterodyne detection efficiency,

Equation (1), subject to various assumptions concerning the mutual intensity

functional form of the received optical signal. If the incident field

correlations can be approximated by a Schell-model 3 function of the form

k a(lt 2 ,•'2) -It-t_12/r2

r U 2 e e , (5)

where

aM2 +i6
kLA (6)

rc is the coherence radius, LA is the amplitude radius, and LO is the average

phase-front radius of curvature, it is straightforward to show that

i max ( -cp+-,)-2 e1

C 4(0 + P*)P-2 em

RR 
j

m 2

x d•'E•' 10 (2 1°, ,

where

1 - k -2

i 0 " + C41z' + 16z'2L''- - A' A fril /f 0 + a + r-c ' (8)

and

A' if AA P
R ,,(9)

P if P< A

7



Assuming an on-axis Schell-model target, the incident field correlation

parameters appearing in Equations (5-8) can be calculated from the following

expressions (Reference 3)

LA •A [Z2(p-' + p_') + I + ia-RI (10)

L .R [Z2(P-2 + P-1) + 11 + ia'RI2] [ImaR la- 2R2 - 2 0P- +p-2)]

(11)

and

r Z [Z2(P-2 + -2 ) + ji-~ RIZ] 1/2 IP 2Z2(l _ 2R Em a + Ia_ 2R2)

c -01 -•1 i

+ P-2 z 2(R Ma- +.I Z2- + P-2 Z2(1 + P-2 z2 ) ],(12)M

where a', appearing in Equations (10-12), is the Equation (6) parameter that

results from the target amplitude and phase-front radii (LA and L), R is

the target range, and p and p are the atmospheric and target coherence

lengths, respectively.

A more general expression for the heterodyne detection efficiency is

obtained by relaxing the constraint that the target radiance is Gaussian

(yielding the Equation (5) functional form for the mutual intensity). If the

target has a single glint point and an arbitrary diffuse reflectivity

distribution, the degree-of-coherence function will be given byI

!8



SiSk

-*i-+- -ik R H- 2 I~/Po ýI + A 24 K_ p ~()S-) e ie o [ a2 d p e 2

x ~~ ~ f [1+dfdp~P1(3

d2+ d '~ (13)

where

- 2-(+I + +.)

R = range to target,

p - transverse oordinate to line-of-sight at Zhe target plane,

2d a(p) . differential projected scattering cross-section per unit area,
+2
dp

al and a 2 are the Gaussian radii of curvature at the glint point, A is a

factor that relates the relative strength of the coherent (glint) and

incoherent components, and the denominator of Equation (13) results from the

normalizatioti requirement of the degree-of-coherence function.

The parameter p0 in Equation (13) is the turbulent-atmosphere spherical-

wave coherfnce length P [3/8 x 1.455 k2 RC2]- 3 / 5 , where C2 is the

refractive; index structure constant] describing the effect of the assumed

homogenecus atmospheric turbulence on the propagation ohf partially coherent

light 4

Recognizing that the generalized degree-of-coherence function of Equation

(13) consists of the sum of a coherent and incoherent component, the

calculated heterodyne-efficiency factor, given by Equation (1), likewise can

be split into the sum of two components. The maxitium heterodyne efficiency

can be expressed as

S coh (1 + Atar/at1 a 2- + E1 incoh + a1a2 /Aatar- (14)

A

I__ _ _ 4I IIIII



where atar is the total target incoherent LRCS, i.e.,

a tar d if +215

and the coherent and incoherent efficiencies are determined from the relation

2P - R 2(B+P*) -I

r Qcoh/incoh I e m (16)
£coh/incoh 2 (ip)2

the integral factors Qcoh/incoh are defined by the integral numerator of

Equation (1). Because the coherent component of the degree-of-coherence

function is in the form of a Schell-model MIF, the coherent component of the

total efficiency can be expressed in the form of Equation (7) with the

variable ao replaced by the variable a, defined as

alIi -f+ +zL- Po 17
1 22[1 + (4z'L_ 0(

The inzoherent integral factor can be written in the form

d~ e [k( dC R (C_____!

qincoh 2 m fd(2r H2 Jd ; ) +,2

(18)

where

SRk-Y , - (I + 2Rk-1i), (19)

~~m " t t"1 ' R2 --2+I('i'/)e",

f 0
0

(20)

t0



and + 2p-2  (21)

by transforming the integration limits of Equation (14) to the sum and
difference coordinates and utilizing the convolution integral expression for

the Fourier transform of the product of two functions. The notations

Pr and Pi employed in the above expressions denote the real and imaginary

parts of P, respectively. The function F(+') defined by Equation (20)

results from the Fourier transform of the turbulent-atmosphere spherical-wavf

MIF truncated by the finite receiver aperture limits and Gaussian local-

oscillator field distribution. 2 Physically, F represents the spatial

filtering of the target's spatial power spectrum by the turbulent atmosphere

and finite limits of the receiver. The Equation (20) expression for the

filtering function, F, differs from that reported in Reference 1 (Equation

68). The corrected expression, Equation (20), reflects the fact that the sum

and difference coordinates

. 1 CR + to)

and

t to (22)

can be expressed in terms of the aperture coordinates • and t" to yield a

restriction on their combined limits, viz.,

t-2 + t-2 t + t'2 2 . (23)

Thus, the difference coordinate, that is the integration variable in the inner

integral of Equation (18), is restricted to the range

2 4 (R2 - (24)

which is reflected in the parameter3 appearing in the filter function in

Equation (20).

i ! 11



To numerically evaluate Equation (18), it is desirable to employ an

approximate analytical form for the filtering function 7. It is demonstrated

in Reference I that an excellent approximation to Equation (20) results from

the function

= (25)< <

where

2!

Fs(W) 2iD2  () (26)

and

2-- 1 2 -'1 2 1
('W) ) -(27) 7  'FEQ±') • 2n V/P -' - 7 D 2' ) 1 2 (27)

The parameter 1' appearing in Equations (25)-(27) is the integration limit of

the difference coordinate, i.e.,

Dm2 ii2 t+2 , (28)
m

which replaces the back-propagated aperture radius, Rm, in the corresponding

expression (Equations (79)-(72)) of Reference 1. It should also be noted that

Equation (18) differs from Equation (67) of Reference I by a factor of 1/2.

This factor results from the observation that because

+ +-

and

I t t,(29)

when - is transformed to - •, the apercure coordinates of Equation (29) are

interchanged. Thus, a circularly symmetric integration over the variable

in Equation (18) yields a double mapping over the coordinates • and

12



It is easy to demonstrate, using the approximate forms for the filter

function, that the incoherent detection efficiency approaches unity as Rm goes

to zero and approaches zero in a limiting fashion as Rm goes to infinity, as

required from the physics of the problem. Computed results presented in

Section 6.2 demonstrate the correspondence of the general expression,

Equation (18), with the more restrictive formula, Equation (7), for the

special case of a Schell-model source. The resultant confidence in the

approximations employed for the spatial filtering function, F, coupled vith

the comparisons of the preceding analyses 5 with independent investigations of

a more limited scope 6 , support the validity of Equations (18), (19), and

Equations (25)-(27). These formulae provide a prescription for calculating

the heterodyne efficiency of detecting a target of rather arbitrary laser-

reflectivity properties in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. Although

other investigators have performed extensive analfses of the signal-to-noise

degradation of laser-radar imagery resulting from speckle effects and

atmospheric turbulence 7 , a similar investigation of heterodyne efficiency has

not been heretofore reported.

The user of the above formulae should note several points concerning

their derivation and interpretation. First, the derivation assumes that the

mutual intensity function (which is a statistical measure derived from an

ensemble average) adequately describes the time-averaged phase-front

correlations that give rise to the time-averaged laser-radar signal. This

assumption is predicated on a form of the ergodic hypothesis 8 which holds when

the phase deviations produced by the scattering are large and the scattered

field is quasihomogeneous so that a spatial average samples the stochastic

variations of the system. In this event, the spatial variations of the

scattering geometry that change with time, encountered for most laser-radar

systems, yield time-averaged signals that should be in good accord with the

prediction of an ensemble-averaged statistic. Second, the derivation is

predicated on the frequency integrated signal power which is given by the

current variance.1 Thus, the derived relations describe the heterodyne

efficiency for the signal power included in all spectral components of the

laser-radar pulse-form when the pulse is "on". Finally, it should be noted

that the numerator of the derived expression for the heterodyne signal-power

efficiency, Equation (1), is such that negative values are possible. The fact

that negative values of the mutual intensity function cart dominate the inte-

13



grated contribution is evident from the Equation (13) form of the degree-of-

coherence function, which shows that the incoherent contribution can be

presented in the form of a Fourier transform of the differential projected

scattering cross-section. Clearly, negative values of the Fourier transform

are permissable and, in fact, this eventuality is demonstrated in a numerical

example provided in Section 6. The calculated negative values, however, pose

a problem concerning their physical interpretation because the calculated

quantity is a power ratio which should always be positive. Because the

derivation 2 assumes that the heterodyne current is at the heterodyne

intermediate frequency (i.e., in phase with the difference frequency between

the laser and local oscillator), it seems reasonable to assume that negative

values correspond to the out-of-phase (quadrature) component. This interpre-

tation is supported by the reasonable physical predictions obtained assuming a

physically meaningful power value for negative values presented in Figure 14

in Section 6. The verification of this physical interpretation of the

negative efficiencies as a quadrature component must, however, await further

experiments.

5.2 Cassegrain Receiver Geometry

The equations summarized in the preceding section were developed for the

laser-radar system depicted in Figure 1, where an unobstructed, circularly

symmetric, receiver collects the laser light scattered from the target through

the turbulent atmosphere. Because the phase-front distortion effects on the

heterodyne efficiency are calculated from the phase interference with the

back-propagated local-oscillator wave at the receiver aperture, the foregoing

equations must be modified to treat the case of a Cassegrain receiver where a

central area of the receiving aperture is obscured. The following development

treats the necessary modifications for the Cassegrain receiver that are

implemented in the general heterodyne-efficiency code listed in Section 7.

Because all of the heterodyne-efficiency equations are of integral form,

since they are derived from the basic integral equation given in Equation (1),

it is sufficient to consider a general integrand of two spatial variables,

f(r, r), integrated between limits Ri and Ro representing the inner

obscuration radius and the outer aperture radius, respectively. It is

straightforward to show that

14



R R R R R i
0 0 0 0

f d2
'd2+, f(•, -f f d 2 +d 2 +f(•, +d2fd2,f(, .)

Ri Ri o o 0

Ri R0

2 f f d rrdIf(r, r . (30)
o 0

Thus, the integral expression for the Schell-model target heterodyne

efficiency, Equation (7), and the coherent component heterodyne efficiency

(Equation (17) with Equation (7)) can be calculated for a Cassegrain receiver

geometry using the Equation (30) prescription for the limits o0 integration

appropriate for the receiver. It is also straightforward to show that the

efficiency integral is normalized by a factor given by

coh/inch 2 2  2r e 2 f p -e R2 (+ 1(31)
2(PO - Pi)[eo ]

instead of Equation (16) in the case of Cassegrain receiver. The notation

employed in Equation (31) is a subscript form of the parameters defined

earlier, viz., Po and Pi are the outer aperture radius and inner aperture

radius, respectively, and Rmi and Rmo are the respective inner and outer back-

propagated local-oscillator beam radii (i.e., the extension of Equation (9) to

the Cassegrain geometry).

Although Equations (30) and (31) suffice to adapt the previous formulae

for Schell-model targets and the coherent component of scattering, the limits

of integration of the incoherent component, Equation (18), must be further

modified because this equation is given in terms of the sum and difference

coordinates. It is clear from the above development that the limits of

integration on three integrals must be determined in terms of the sum and

difference coordinates for the incoherent scattering contribution for

Cassegrain geometries, however the development provided below demonstrates

that the consideration of the mixed limits integral (the last integral in

15
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Equation (30)) suffices to provide the limits on the previous twv integrals.

ThR mixed limits integral of two spatial variables can be written

R o Ri 1 0

f f ff 0 1
0  

0-

in terms of the aperture coordinates and the Heaviside functions, 0. Because

of the relations (Equation (22)), between the aperture coordinates and the sum

and difference coordinates, it follows that

2t2 +2 - .2 + t-2 4R + R (33)

2 o i

for the mixed limits of integration case, so that

t-2 < 4(f2 - t+2), (34)

where

R2° 2o R (35)

In a similar manner, the defining equations may be used to show that

I2 . (t2 + g2 + 2 .), (36)

so

4 o 1.(R2o + P2 + 2PR Ri e2 ,(37)

where

R+ -- (R + Ri). (38)

Therefore, the mixed integration limits integral may be written

16



R 0 R

E) [4(~ t +2) -2](39)

in terms of the sum and difference coordinates. Equations (35), (38), and

(39) show that the incoherent efficiency scattering integral reduces to the

form previously derived for an unobscured aperture when the outer and inner

integration limits are equal. Thus, the first two integrations reduce to the

case previously treated, Equations (18) and (20), with Rm replaced by Rmi and

RMO respectively. For the case of mixed integration limits, Equations (18)

and (20) become

~inoh {ff d (e Orl 2 e( 4 2
-*-)ff d2 ~ F'[kR1l(t'~ d 2 ~Qincoh 

d.

(40)t

and

_t+

1 (41)

respectively. The above equations provide the basis for the modifications

included in the laser-radar heterodyne-efficiency code of Section 7 that

permit Cassegrain receiver efficiences to be calculated when that option is

selected.
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6. NUMERICAL RESUILTS

To illitstrate the effects of atmospheric turbulence and speckle on

heterodyne detection-efficiency, several efficiency functional dependencies

are provided below that were numerically computed from the equations

summarized in the previous section as implemented ini the generalized

efficiency code preeented in the subsequent section. Specifically, Section

6.1 provides a comparison of the calculated results with the only applicable

experimental data that has been meas'ired to date, and Sections 6.2 and 6.3

provide calculated results for atmospheric turbulence degradations of

efficiency for a clear aperture receiver and a Cas~egrain receiver,

respectively. Section 6.4 provides calculated resulks of thc speckle-related

degradation in heterodyne efficiency for a conical target, a representative

tactical aircraft target, and a test-panel configuration that could be

employed for subsequent tests.

6.1 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Results

Laser-radar heterodyne-efficiency factors were calculated for the G.E.

laser-radar experimental parameters employed on 13 . ily 1981 test. 9 Assumed

parameters of the calculations were chosen to emulate the G.E. experimental

parameters (i.e., local-oscillator aperture radius - 0.043 m, Cassegrain

obscuration ralius - 0,025 m, Cassegrain outer radius - 0.0381, 0.0509,

0.0762, 0.0889, and 0.C953 m, receiver focal length - 3.05 m, local-oscillator

focal length - 4.06 m, local-oscillator beam radius' 0.1 m, target range -

609 m, and transmit beam divergence - 0.6 mrad). Tha local-oscillator

aperture radius was chosen to emulate the finite size of the infrared detector

that was effectively flooded with the local-oscillator beam radiation. A

Schell-model (Gaussian) target iLvtnsity distribution was assumed for the

diffuse target because the transmitted Leam was preolimeably a TEMO0 mode and

Lhe target was flat and uniformly diffuse. The cal-ulated results are

compared with the experimental data in Figure 2 as a function of the
Cassegrain aperture diameter. It is apparent thac tie calculated results for

the glint target exceed measured values, #hile the diffuse target predictions

are somewhat less than measured results, although both predictions follow
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Figure 2. Calculated and measured laser-radar heterodyne efficiency factors for the G.E. laser-radar
experimental parameters employed on the 13 July 1981 tests.

observed trends (i.e., they decrease with increasing Cassegrain aperture size

because of near-field effects). The diffuse target results would be closer to

observed data if a smaller beam divergence were assumed. It is noteworthy

that Reference 9 emphasizes that the beam divergence is one of the most ill-+ i
determined parameters of the experiment, the other being the absolute

heterodyne efficiency. Although Figure 2 would indicate that the diffune

target calculations are in better accord with the experimental data, it is

apparent that systematic errors are present in the data that preclude a valid

comparison. These errors are evident by the fact that (1) a near-unity

heterodyne efficiency was not meaaured for the case of the glint target with

minimum aperture and (2) both the glint and diffuse target efficiencies show

an anomalous rise for the 5 in. aperture case. Both of the aforementioned

experimental anomalies cannot be rationalized with the known physics of the

detection process. It is possible that beam-jitter problems adversely

affected the optical alignment, resulting in lower measured heterodyne

efficiencies for the glint target. The diffuse target measurements would not

be as subject to beam-jitter problems because of the diffuse target

1i
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scattering, however, the speckle effects that result from diffuse scattering

require careful data recording and statistical analyses that were not

adequately performed in the Reference 9 study. Although the experimental data

generally support the predicted trends, the obvious introduction of artifacts

renders the comparison inconclusive.

6.2 Turbulence Effects on a Circular Aperture Heterodyne Receiver

Clifford and Vandzura 6 have performed calculations of the effects of the

turbulent atmosphere on heterodyne laser-radar performance assuming a focused

beam wave, but ignoring the effects of a finite collection aperture. To

demonstrate the correlation of the predictions of this analysis with the

results of Clifford and Wandzura, Figure 3 shows computed efficiencies as a

function of integrated turbulence, assuming the unlikely conditions of

Reference 6, where the aperture size is much larger than the Gaussian beam

radius. The integrated turbulence number as defined by Clifford and Wandzura

is

L

0No PO (37)

0 p

R=200 km

-10-

R=4.4km

o

S -30

40

0.1 1 10 100
ntegrated turbulence, No

GP3•I-IM-910

Figure 3. Calculated heterodyne efficiency as a function of integrated turbulence. Calculations assume
A=P=$ m, Lo= 0.3 m, fq= f=O. m, and X= 10.6jom.
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where the factor of v/ results from the different definitions of the Gaussian

beam radius employed in their investigation and this one. Figure 3 depicts

the functional dependence of the heterodyne efficiency on the integrated

turbulence for three different range values corresponding to the Fresnel

numbers (0 - kL2/R) of approximately 0, 4, and 16 used in the Reference 60r
calculations. The Figure 3 results were computed from Equations (7) and (17)

and agree with the results calculated by Clifford and Wandzura using the

quadratic atmospheric structure-function approximation4 assumed in this

work. However, these results differ slightly from results computed assuming

the more exact five-thirds power-law atmospheric structure function, as

pointed out in Reference 6. Larger Fresnel numbers delay the decrease of the

heterodyne efficiency with increasing turbulence, although the initial

efficiency is lower because of near-field effects (i.e., poor phase matching

on the photo-detector).

Figure 4 shows efficiency calculations similar to that of Figure 3;

however, the reneiver aperture was assumed to be the same size as the local-

oscillator beam radius for these computations. Figures 3a and 3b differ only

in their method of computation: Figure 3a was computed from Equations (7) and

(17), whereas Figure 3b was computed from the more general Equations (16),

(18), and (20), assuming a point-like reflecting object having a radius of

only I m•. The discrepanciis between Figures 4a and 4b result solely from nu-

merical inaccuracies in computing the filter function of Equation (20).

Numerical computations of the filter function become increasingly difficult

for larger Fresnel numbers (Q), and the approximations of Equatlons (25)-(27)

also become invalid. The Figure 4 results are particularly interesting

because they indicate that the finite receiving aperture has the effect of

further delaying the decrease of the efficiency with increasing turbulence

compared with the beam-wave local-oscillator case of Figure 3, and a small

increase of heterodyne efficiency is noted for certain integrated turbulence

values for large Fresnel numbers. Remarkably, the more-accurate Figure 4a

results replicate the calculations of Clifford and Wandzura for the beam-wave

local-oscillator configuration using the more-accurate assumption of a five-

thirds power-law atmospheric structure function, although a quadratic

structure function was aosumed for these computations. CliffordI0 explains

the increase in heterodyne efficiency for large Fresnel numbers and certain

21
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Figure 4. Calculated heterodyne efficiency as a function of integrated turbulence. Calculations assume

A = P = Lo= 0.3 m, fq = fr--- 0.5, and X = 10.6 Am. Figure 4a is computed from Eqs. (7) and

(17) and Fig 4b is computed lrom Eqs. (18) and (25).

turbulence strengths as resulting from signal increases caused by the focusing

effect of large-scale turbulent eddies. This explanation, however, must be

re-examined because of the correspondence of Figure 4a with the Reference 6

results and the differences between Figures 3 and 4.I

6.3 Turbulence Effects on a Cassegrain Heterodyne Receiver

To illustrate the effect of a Cassegrain receiver geometry (a customary

LADAR design) on heterodyne detection efficiency, Figure 5 shows the effici-

ency reduction with increasing integrated turbulence for the same conditions

assumed in Figure 4 obscuration having a radius of 20 cm. The Figure 5

results, calculated from Equations (7), (17), (30) and (31), indicate that the

central obscuration generally has the effect of increasing the heterodyne

efficiency over a similarly configured unobscured receiver, although anomalies

are apparent for the high Fresnel number calculation (Q - 16, R - 1.1 km).

This conclusion is expected because of the larger relative size of the

coherence length with respect to the unobscured aperture dimension. If the
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Figure 5. Calculated heterodyne efficienvy as a function of integrated turbulence for a Cassegrain

receiver geometry. Calculations assume A = L0 = 0.3 m, fe = f, = 0.5 m, X = 10.6 pm, and an

inner (obscuration) radius ot Pin, -0.2 m and outer (receiver aperture) radius

of Pout = 0.3 m.

integrated turbulenze number, No, il redefined to more accurately reflect the

integration area of the Cassegz? , receiver, the apparent benefits of a

Cassegrain geometry disappear.

6.4 Speckle Effects on Heterodyne EffILency.

Conical-Target Scattering

Numerous calculations have been performed using the analyses summarized

in Section 5 to assess the effects of phase-front distortions resulting from

target speckle on the heterodyne efficiency. Illustrative of the types of

speckle effects that are encountered are the cone scattering efficiency

calculations shown in Figure 6. The Figure 6 data show the variation in

heterodyne efficiency as a functicn of the aspect angle of a conical target

having a metallic rough surface such that the bidirectional reflectivity of

the surface is that shown in Figure 7. The assumed bidirectional reflectivity

function is typical of many rough surfaces and was used to ca''.ulate the

2 +/2
projected conical-target cross section per unit area (d c,/dp )with the aid of
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Figure 6. Calculated heterodyne-detection efficiency as a ^unction of viewing angle for a conical target
having a base radius of 0.25 m, a height of 1.0 m, and a surface finish characterized by the
bidirectional reflectivity distribution depicted in Fig. 7. The fixed parameters of the calculation
are A=P=2.5 cm, f- fr= 2 5 cm, L0 =5 cm, C 2 --10-14 m-2/ 3 , and range (R) values
are annotated.

7_

10-2-

10 2iI I I
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Backscatter angle (deg) UP31-1199.14

Figure 7. Laser backscatter bidircctional distribution funciions for hypothetical metallic rough-surface
materials having two scales of roughness ch•.racterized by the ROSSCO parameters; ku 0.2,
kH =5.0, k -3.0, s 0.6, m =1.0, n =100.0, and c= 0.
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the ROSSCO code summarized in Refei.nce 11. The heterodyne efficiencies,

plotted in Figure 6 for various ranges, were computed from Equations (18),

(25), (26), and (27) using the four-fold numerical integration employed in the

generalized efficiency code of Section 7 that has been shown to be

convergent. The Figure 6 data differ slightly from the corresponding results

depicted in Figure 25 of Reference I because of the modified integration

limits employed in the more recent calculations, although the magnitude and

trends of the two sets of calculated data are similar, verifying the modest

effect of the changed integration limits on the calculated results. The

Figure 6 data basically depict the decrease in heterodyne efficiency with

increasing projected target-radiance oolid-angular subtense (resulting in a

smaller radial coherence length). It is also clear from the longer-range data

of Figure 6 (note the crossing of the R - 5 km and R - 10 km data) that

atmospheric turbulence eventually becomes the dominant factor in determiniag

the efficiency after the solid angle is reduced sufficiently. Thus there is

an optimum range for maximum detection efficiency depending upon the target

characteristics and turbulence conditions.

Tactical Aircraft Simulation

To pcovide an indication of the heterodyne detection efficiencies that

might be expected in a more real' tic laser-radar detection scenario,

efficiency calculations were perft.. ed using the simulated, tactical aircraft,

projected cross-section depicted in Figure 8. The Figure 8 cross-section

distribution assumes a spatially constant laser bidirectional reflectance

function of p' - 5 x 10-3 sr" which corresponds to the sample D of Reference

11 (green paint on metal) at a backscatter angle of 700. This reflectance

function yields a total target cross section of 48 cm2 . For calculational

purposes, the target distrýbution of Figure 8 was discretized into a 20 x 20

grid and calculations were performed as a function of range, Figure 9, for the

fully illuminated target and as a function of beam size, Figure 10, at 4 km.

The transceiver parameters were those employed for many of the previous

calculations and were chosen to be representative of a compact installation.

Two simple range proportionalities (R and R4 ) are depicted in Figure 9 to

illustrate the fact that the heterodyne-efficiency range dependence decreases

more rapidly than R4 for close ranges, increases less rapidly than
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Figure 8. Simulated tactical aircraft nose-on projected cross-section The laser bidirectional-reflectance
function is assunied to be p' = 5 x 10-3 sr"1. The superimposed anulil represent the assumed
lluminating-beam radii used for heterodyne efficiency calculations.

1.0°

I R4

>' 0.0 -

~0.01 / dI -

0.0) 2 4 6 8 10
Range (km) o3-1,

S~Figure 9. Calculated heterodyne-detection efficiency as a function of range for the simulated tactical

aircraft target depicted In Fig. 8. Straight lines Indicate the slopes of efficiencies proportional
to R and R4 as Indicated. The fixed parameters of the calculation are A =P =2.5 cm,
f= fr=25 cm, L0=5 cm, •=10.6 Am, and C~n 10"!4m"2/3.
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Figure 10. Calculated heterodyne-detection efficiency as a function of illuminating-beam radius for the
simulated tactical aircraft target depicted in Fig. 8. The fixed parametes of the calculation are
A = P = 2.5 cm, f = fr= 25 cm, L0 = 5 cm, X = 10.6 j.m, C2 10-14 m. 213, and R = 4 km. The
illuminated-area laser-radar cross section is plotted and the product of the calculated

heterodyne efficiency and laser-radar cross section is shown as a relative magnitude.

R for long ranges, and cannot be modeled by a simple power relationship, as

one might expect from a simple coherence area argument. The rapid decrease in

heterodyne efficiency for close ranges implies that focusing optics may be

required for an operational large-aperture system to maintain an acceptable

signal-to-noise ratio because the signal increase with decreasing range will

be proportional to only R4 (as a result of the radar range equation). The net

decrease in signal-to-noise ratio that Figure 9 implies for close ranges may

be unacceptable for certain applications. Because the typical dimensionality

of a speckle cell decreases inversely with the range (if the target is quasi-

homogeneous) one might expect that the efficiency should decrease inversely

with R2 because the efficiency is related to the integrai of the coherence

area (Equation (1)); however, Figure 9 shows that this is not the case. Also,

Figure 9 shows that because of the large extent of the target, a unity

heterodyne efficiency is not achieved at any range because turbulence effects

become important at the ranges where the target speckle effects become

unimportant (> 10 km). Although efficiencies at ranges greater than 10 km are

not shown in Figure 9, the efficiency decreases at ranges much greater than

10 km because of atmospheric turbulence.
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Figure 10 demonstrates that the heterodyne eft~ciency can be increased by

decreasing the illuminated target area; however, the converse behavior of the

laser-radar cross section, also plotted in Figure 10, demonstrates that the

net gain is modest. Because the actual signal-to-noise ratio is proportional

to the product of the heterodyne efficiency and the signal power (which is

proportional to the laser-radar cross section), the product of the heterodyne

efficiency and laser-radar cross section is plotted in Figure 10 to illustrate

the relative actual signal-to-noise ratio. The Figure 10 results indicate

that the actual signal-to-noise ratio does not decrease beyond a beam

divergence anrle of 0.25 mrad. It should be noted that the constant values of

heterodyne efficiency and laser-radar cross section indicated for the smallest

values of beam radius, result from the finite discretization of the target

cross section distribution and are not physically meaningful.

To demonstrate that the general trends illustrated in Figures 9 and 10

are not unique to the target geometry assumed for the calculations,

corresponding results are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for a Schell-model target

that would correspond to a uniform diffuse target illuminated with a Gaussian

1.0

oSo I /

0 2 4 6 8 10
Range (kmn) P-..

Figure 11. Calculated heterodyne-detection efficiency as a function of range for a Schell-model targ!-t

with a 1-m amplitude radius. Straight lineq Indicate the slopes of efficiencies proportional to
R and R4 as indicated. The fixed parameters of the calculation are A =P =2.5 cm,
f =fr=25 cm, Lo =5 cm, X=10.6 Am. and C2 = 10-14 m-2/3.
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Figure 12. Calculated heterodyne-detection efficiency as a function of the amplitude beam radius for a
Schell-model target. The fixed parameters of the calculation are A = P = 2.5 cm, f = fr = 25
cm, L0 = 5 cm, X=10.6 jm,C2 = 10-14 M-2/3, and R = 4 km. The laser-radar cross section is
proportional to the integrated intensity distribution, which is proportional to the square root
of the beam radius, which is also plotted. The relative mngnitude of the product of the
heterodyne efficiency and laser-radar cross section is also illustrated.

beam. The amplitude radius assumed for the range-dependent heterodyne-

efficiency calculation shown in Figure II was I m. Note that although the

magnitude of the efficiency values shown in Figure 11 differ from Figure 9 (as

one would expect), the functional dependence is not radically different, and

similar conclusions may be inferred regarding the necessity of focusing optics

and the ultimate effects of atmospheric turbulence with increasing range.

Similarly, the effects of beam radius shown in Figure 12 demonstrate that the

actual signal-to-noise ratio does not decrease beyond a given beam radius for

the Schell-model target, although a somewhat larger beaUi divergence is

indicated for this transition. It is worth noting that there is a peak in the

actual signal-to-noise ratio, although it is not illustrated in Figures 10 and

12, because the signal, perforce, goes to zero for zero beam radius.

Test Panel Calculations

A test panel configuration was devised as a simple target that could be

used to validate the results of the analyses of this study in future

experimental tests. Figure 13 depicts the suggested panel configuration
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Figure 13. Depiction of suggested test-panel configuration consisting of either four 10 cm x 10 cm
squares Ircated at the corners of a square with dimensions up to 2 m x 2 m, or a square
of dimensions up to 2 m x 2 m. The panel material is assumed to have a laser-radar cross

section per unit area of 10-2.

consisting of either small square panels, located at the corners of a large

square, or a large square target of equivalent dimensions. Figure 14 shows

the results of heterodyne-efficiency calculations performed as a function of
the target dimensions assuming the transceiver parameters employed for the

previous calculations. The Figure 14 data provide an interesting comparison

between the exteuded target case that has previously been analyzed, and the

separated target case (having a constant laser-radar cross section for various

separations) that obviously gives rise to a lobing structure in the predicted

heterodyne efficiency as a function of panel separation.

Several conclusions can be inferred from the separated-target heterodyne-

efficiency curve shown in Figure 14. First, because the calculated negative

heterodyne efficiencies, plotted as positive values in Figure 14, follow a

continuous curve with the calculated positive values, it is reasonable to

assume that they are, Indeed, meaningful efficiency values. Thus, the

physical interpretation of negative efficiency values (discussed in Section 5)

as representing a quadrature component is validated to the degree that no

other physical interpretation seems reasonable.
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Figure 14. Calculated heterodyne.detection efficiency as a function of target extent for the two test-panel
configurations shown in Fig. 13. The fixed parameters of the calculation are A-= P = 2.5 cm.

ff, = =25 cm, L0 = 5 cm, X 10.6 prm, C2 = 10.14 M-213, and R 1 km. The data plotted as
(0) are calculated values of the heterodyne efficiency which are negative, but have been plot-
ted as positive quantities.

Second, the lobing pattern, observed in Figure 14, is redolent of a

fringe visibility pattern, such as one might obtain ia a coherence

experiment. Indeed, coherence effects are responsible for the degradation in H

heterodyne efficiency and, because af the correspondence of speckle effects

with liwited spatial coherence 8 , it is not surprising that separated objects

should give rise to a fringe-like visibility pattern at the focal plane that

varies with target separation it% an analogous fashion to the fringe visibility

technique used to measure stellar diametersI 0 . This correspondence can be

demonstrated by considering the inverse problem of measuring the receiver

aperture (now interpreted as an incoherent disk source) by measuring the

fringe visibility at the target plane. The first null in Figure 14 is

observed for a panel separation of 1.2 ma, which would imply a disk size 10 of

apprcximately 1.1 cm for the inverse problem if the friages were obtained from

two point sources. The fact that the panels are finite and arranged in a

square fashion, coupled with other optical factors, accounts for disagreement

between the prediction and the actual aperture diameter of 5 cm. Calculations

of the heterodyne efficiency for two small panelf (analogous to the pinholes
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in a Young tterferenceo experiment) yields a null for a separation of 0.25 m,

which corresponds to an aperture diameter of 5.2 cm for the inverse problem,

which is in good agreement with the actual aperture diameter.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the lohing pattern shown in Figure 14

would be replicated in the measured signal-to-noise ratio of a laser-radar

system, as well as the heterodyne efficiency, because the laser-radar cross

section of the target does IIOL vary with separation. Thus, the suggested test

panel configuration provides a relatively simple means of testing some of the

key predictions of the analysis, namely (a) coherence effects and (b)

quadrature components.
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7. GENERALIZED LASER-RADAR RETERODYNE-EFFtClFNCY

COMPUTER CODE

The computer code LADAR that calculates the laser-radar heterodyne

efficiency for either a Schell-model target or general target cross-section

distributions (assuming either a circular aperture or Cassegrain receiver

geometry) is listed below. The code listing is preceded by a brief exposition

of the input parameters required for its operation. All iipvt parameters are

in SI units. The code assumes a laser wavelength ot 10.6 pm, which

corresponds to the peak in the gain curve of the P branch [P (20)] of the

(0001) - (1000) band of the CO2 laser. Alternative laser transitions can be

studied using the LADAR code by editing the value assumed for the variable

LAOBDA in an appropriate manner.

LADAR Input Parameters

A - Local-oscillator aperture radius.

PIN - Entrance-pupil inner radi'.s. A non-zero value indicates

Cassegrain geometry.

POUT - Entrance-pupil outer radius.

FR - Receiving lens focal length.

FL - Local-oscillator lens focal length.

LO - Local-oscillator Gaussian amplitude radius.

R -- Range to target.

CN2 - C2 (m-2/3)
n

SItYPHI - Phase variance a

RADG - Glint-point Gaussian radius of curvature.

LA - Source amplitude radius LA. A non-zero value indicates a

Schell-model approximation.

LPHI - Average phase-front radius of curvature Lý for the Schell-

model approximation. F
RHOU - Pu for the Schell-model approximation.
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If LA 0 0, the following are required.

NI,N2 - Number of equally spaced integration points used for the

numerical integration over the two components of .

The following parameters describe the target laser scattering distribution.

ZPIS, ZP2S - Lower bounds of the scattering distribution for the two

Cartesian components of +'.

ZPIE,ZP2E - Upper bounds of the scattering distribution for the two

Cartesian components of .

NP1,NP2 - Number of equally spaced integration points used for the

numerical integration over the two components of .

D2S - NP1 x NP2 matrix of scattering distrtbution values.

D2S (IPI,1P2) is the value of d -a at

÷" IZplS +(2*IPI - 1) (ZPIE - ZPIS)
1S + 2 NFIL

ZP2S + (2*IP2 - 1) (ZP2ENZP2S))

I
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'~F Tx Fn
RtEAL LAMBOAKPL0,LALPHI4
COMMON IWA V /A K
nmMO4N /RE /o AP IN*,PCtIT FRPFLPIA
RMMCN /TAR/ RCN?,LA, LPýIoPHOUl

COMMtON I CROSSI NO1 ~~ PI.N~ 0S ZP'F 902S( 21,.v Z
OATA PI 13.l',159265/
LAMB DAu1O.6E-6
K-?. *PT/LAMBDA
WRITF(6, 1)

I FORMAT(f ENTEP RECEIVER PARAMFTFRS~ Av*PTNpPOlJTFRFLpLO')
READ(5,#) APIN ,DtJUT,#FPFLpLO
WQITE( 6,2)

7 FtIPMAT(@ ENTER TARCFT PARAMETERS; PC'i2,SIGPHIRAOf,')
REA141RPCIJ2#SIGPHIRACG

WRT- 6)
6 F0rIMAT(l ENTER TARGET PARAMETFPS; t.AmLPHTRHO3Ul)

LA=* 00
RFAO(59) LALPHItPf4jU

C CALCULATE THE COHER PENT EfFIC1ENCV.
CALL ECOIH(EIFFC)
IF(LA*EQoOoO) WRITF(6,-111 EFFC

11 F904AT(f COH~ERENT EFFICIENCY sloG17.41
I'-(LA9NE.o0a' WRITE(6915) CFF(C
TF-(LA*NE*O.O) STOP
A~uA *FR/rFL

Rml~AMI(APPIN)
RMnUT-AMIN(A ', POLT)
WRITE 16,P12) FlMINPP¶OUT

!.? FORMAT(' Rt4Ifr u*.,GI2 4t,/,' PMr'IJT =IPG12,4)
C READ INTEGftATICN PARAMFTERS

WPIT F( 6,3)
IFORMAT( ENTER Z ItNTEGRAITON PARAMFTERSý; NlsN21)

CRFAD SCA7TFRIN tI STRIBLTION.
WRITF( 6,4)

4 Fr1RMAT0t ENTER Z41 INTEGRATION PARAMETFD53 Z'IS,7PlENP1',v
1 fj934X,'#7P2$ 1ZPZhfP29)RF.AD(2,p) ZPI~ *ZPI 9 lP1
rI7Pl-(7P1E-ZP1S)I/NPI

WRIT E(605)

ri RM AT(' itNTER SCATTERING OISTRTRUTIO4; 02Sl)
DO 60 1P2-l1,t4P2
RFAD(2,,) (fl2S(IP1,1P2)pIPlu1,NP1)

60 rON T IN UE
T14TFGRATE THE SCATTERING DTSTRIAtJTTf'H.I

SIATAR=09O
701u ZPI.S*DZP1I2. I
Or) 200 IP1u1l'PNP
7PZ- ZP2S.DZP2/2*
on 150 IP2-1,NP2 1
STGTARuSIfZTAR+D2SfIP1, IP2)

09 ZP2sZP2+DZP2
MO TNT9MRR*DZP1*tZP2
WRIT.E(6,13) STGTAR

13 FIRMAT C' TOTAL TARGET.INCOHERP~T t.RCS s',G12*4)
C CALCULATE tHE INCUHERENT EFFICTENrY.
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CAL L E~ INCO'- ( Nip N 2.FF FI)
£:FFImEFFI/SrGTAQ
WRIT f( 6,l14 1 FFF I

'.4 FflRMAT(' INCOHERFNT EFFICIENCY uSD#Gk2.40
TERM1=(XEXP(SIGPPI*S IC-PHI)-l.)*S r.T P
TFRM~uPI*RA0-I *RAOG
E0S -0.0
Ir(T E M2.. N .0 IPS:FP;S 4EFC/ ( l.T FRML fTFRM?)lrFTRM1.Nr .C.01 FPS SEPS 4EYFFI/ 1 +.T , R/TERM1~
I-(F-PS*Ni.O.0) WPITF(6v15) FPS

i.5 Fr1PMAT(' MAXIMUM HETfPODYNE EFFrCTyFNCY' *'sG124)
STOP

SUBR1'UT!NE ECfl1-(EFFC)
RFAL QC(3)
PFAL L jKL 0,#LALPHT
DEAL LAP,# PHIP
COMMCN /WAVF/ K
COMMr'N /RECI APINP0UTERF-LpL0

nrMPLX A OHA.*BETA

E 11MMON /FINT/ ALPHAPRP'OPPRM
flMPLEX IC
Ey'rERNAL F

RH') 04 9E6
IP(Ch2*NE.0eO) RHOO=(3.*1.455*K*K*Qt*CI2/8. l**(-.6)
RHOPwRHO0

CCHr-rK FOP SCHELL-MODEL CALCULATION*
IrIA. 0.0.0) GO TC 10
tLPHA-lM P1 X(2eiK/LA9,I.b/LPHI)
ALP HAl mA!MAG (ALPHA)
PH P.SQi~f( (Z2*(RHUO0**(-2 )+RHOU**(-?) )+CARS (l..IC*ALPB4A*R)**2) I

I. (RHO**(-?)*( la-?.***ALPHAI.CA9S( ALVA A*Q )**2)+

3 Q~H0U**(-2)*(1.+PHC0**1-2)*Z2H)
LA~olA**QR( 2)*(R&LHrI. 7(*2*PRHn**(-.2))+CR(e+*AP*P*2
LOH I PPu* Z2* (RHOO** (-2) +PHOt** ~f-7I)+('ARS Q *+IC*ALPHA*R)**2)I

I ALHA*R-CA ASS(ALPH4A*P)**2-Z2*( .5*RHOO**(-2)eRHnU**(-2)1)

APinA*FRfFL

ZP:Z iFR/K)**
LP L 0*FR/FL
BFTA-CM0ILX((P*LP,-4.*ZP)/(LP**4+lS.*?P**?)
Tf:(LAeEQe0*0) ALPH-A*BETA4CMPLX(PHOP**(--?),K/2./R)
E( LA 0 NE 0 0 ) ALPHA- PETA4CMPLx (PHIP**( 2 )4.7I* LAPK/29 /PHIP)
ET A P. REAiL 18 FTA )
RMIN-AMIN(APPIN)
RmnU T-AM IN(A PoPOUT)
DOf 100 1-103
Or( T1I-so
P'41 *RMIN
RM2m-QMt1lJT

C CHECK Fn1R CASSECRAIN R FCfIVFP GEO'4FTQY.

IF(I.FQ*1) RM1-RMOLT
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Iff I EO 3) RM2uRMIIN
C CALCULATF TAE CflIERENT INTEGRAL*

XC-2 XCEXP(-AL HA *PRlPI-CO NJO~AL0 HA *PMZ*RM2+
1 ?s*RM1*RM2/iRHOPIRHCP)

f'~(T )-(XCE14XCE2Z*tJC42.*PMl*RM2/Rqnfp/RHflPI )/4* /CABS( ALPHA)**2

CALL SImp(F 0.,RM1,O.1*10vSPvSFNt, JFR)
rc(PM1 EO.R 2) SF62, *S r
GýI:CII m;S4*CC ABS CALP4 A )*R HO P **2

T P RM2 G13 50
P jm PMl
CALL Slt4P( r,0.*RIP2p,010Il0pS~pSFv4Tp TER)

90 Q ,11:0 I1 4, 0 f S AL A)* HfPA*dMOP)**2)
100 CrNTTNUE

ECFCU? .*BETAP/ (s0UT~*2-PIt4**2)*(QC( -:2 4QC(21+QC(34 ,)
1 (XE XP(-2.*BETAR*RIIN**2)-XEXP(-2.I* Bv AAR*pmnUT**211
RFTIIRN
FA4 Tn

SURRCUTINE EINCOH(t%1,N2EFFfI)
PcAL QUO~)
RE AL 4. ýPýýL0 LA#LPHI
coMaN /AVE K
CnM~Mf)N /RECI A*PII4,POUTjfR#FLpL0
rIMMON /TAR/ RCN2,pLAiLPýII RsflI
CrVMflN /CRO:SS/ NP1#Zf SZP ENP2#ZP2S#ZP?FpD2Sf2l,2l)
COMPLEX ALPHADBETA

OATA PII 13*L415q265PCc..1)/

T'rN.NE0*0) RHOOu(3.*1.455*K*K*R*C142/R. )**(-,6)

AD A*'FRIFL
?TK/2e*(l. /FL-1. /FR)
ZPuZ*(PR/K)**2
LO.-LO*FRIF-L
SATA-CMP LXLP*LP,4.*ZP)I( LP**4.1f, I*ZP**2)
ALPHAmBETA+CMPLX(RHOP**(- W Kf7*/Ri

PITA-RAG (BETA)
BF A{IBETAR+2*/RI40P/RHOP
RMiItNAM INC APPIN)
RMOUT. AtIN(.APPOUT)
CONS TU21*P/K*RETAI41.oo
0'1 500 10

C CHFCK FOR CASSEGRAIN RECEIVER GEOMFTRY.
IrF(RwIN9EO0s.0 eANO. I*CT91) C4n TO 500
Ir(I.E0.2) RPP(RHIN+PMDUM)2e
IF( I E0*3) RPwRM IN

Ir-1I l[Q 2) RMuSQRT((PI"IN**24.RMntJT**2),?* 1
C CALCULATE THE INCOHERENT INTEGRAL,

0'7 .. *QP/Nl
715 a-P P
tD7?2*2*RPIN2
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7?S=-RP
~Plu( Zp1E-Z PI.S /Np!
rn7P?-( ZP2F-ZP2S )/NP?
FPSu 0.0

0O 300 12; 1 N2
I.(qZl +Z W*2eGT*PI*FRP) G~O Tn 300

20nPlS+07Pl/2o
00 200 IPlm1,HP1
Z02. ZP2S4D)ZP2/2*
fIri 100 IPZ-1,NP2
IF(D2SlIP 1.,PTP2) EQ 0.0* GO (TO *100 Z+Y2*)K/Uf'wSQRT(( (:1*CaN T+ P 1* 2+ CZ2*CPN~rl2*?*
Au2o*SQRTt RM*RM-ZI*Zl-Z2*Z2)
I (UP.LT98ETAT*A) GO TO AO
FTU2 *;PI*A*A*JINC(UP*h)

AO FTu?,*P!*( XEXP(-UP*UP/?./RETAT)/PIETAT-XFXP(-A*A/2.**
1 RETAT.UPPOUP/2.))/(BFTAT4UP4UPI?.fl

" "~ OS nS IEP + ..2.* BETAR* CZl*Z1 .72* ??) 1*FT*D ?S(TP 1,TP2)
i00 ZO? uZP2+DZP?
200 71 uZP1+OZp1
300 Z,,4!2+DZ2
400 Z1UZ1+OZ1

QIIt XuEPS*DZI*0Z2*tDZP1*OZP2
500 CONTINUE

EFF~u8FTAR/P1/P1/CPOtJT**?-PIN**7)*(0!(1t..2.*0I(2)4QT(3))I
1 (XEXP (-2.*BETAR*R!4JII**2)-XEXP(-?.*!Rr-AQ*RmflUT**23)

RFTURNI

COMPLEX ALPHI,*XCEXP
COMMON /FINTj ALPHAPPCPP14
F.XC EXP(-AL PHA*Y*Y-CC.NJG (APAIR* +2 YP0/CR
IF(F*FQ*0s 0) RET URN
FME*1( 2**Y*kM/PC l$FC
ENO

C COilj'LEX FUNCTION XCEXPtW3
COMOLEX W

IFRREVLCW1LI .- 650.) RETURN
XC X P-CE XP (W
RCTUON
F4D

r -------------------- ---

FlUNCTION XFXP(X)
"~EXP uO.0
1F-(X*LT*-650.) PETUPN
XXuE x)-EXP MX
RPTURN

PEAL FUNCTION JINC(Yl
I0CX*GTo3.0) GO TO 1CC
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Tul X/3oO)*-*2

1 00 Tu33.0/X
F 1 0o.7l7684!ýET*f 04COCC156,T*4. ,165q6f7, * 00017105+

1 'r*(-O.0O24q5l+T*(C.00113653 1,50020033 1))I

1 -0 0206'j7Tc7T*(0.CC07434,P4T*(()0,0Dfl7qR8tT*0.0O02916b)))))
N !~F1*CjS (THETAI )/ Xw*(1,5)

PoTtJPN
Eqf)

Tr ;To3o75) GO TC 100
T-I 3*51**2

lEf~oftX it-1*I8O~ e ~ 3 )
kFTURN

100 T;3:!54X

ST*( 00916281+T*(-.02057706,T*(.026355 37+T*(-.016476334.

r!OuFIOIS0RT (X)
R FT URN

---------------- ------ ----------------- 11-----S -------

4 X GTi3.*75 GO Tf 100

1 02P?87334*T*(O0O30l532ItlIO00032411))))

kFTURN,
10n Tu3*751

F!1u.3q8q422'8+T*(-.039eec24+T*(-.00362018+T* o00163801+

2 01487654+T4 (-*C042C05Q))fl))))i
Eflp JI1/ SORT CX)
PCT U RN

C 5.iMPSON INTEGRATION RLI~
Nm 0

IF: (BA)20,1'9p20
l) IFrl

RE T UR N
70 IC(DfL)22s22,23
21? I-Ra?2

RFTYURN
73 IF ( ?4AX-1)2',,24,P25
24 F-

P TURN
7'5 X= A /2 +A
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